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Summary    During the last several years, magnetic recording on plated discs has been
developed and now can be applied to instrumentation recording. The disc recorder is
available in a fixed head configuration for multichannel parallel recording and in a
moving head configuration for one or two event parallel recording with extended time.
The disc recorder can capture transient analog signals with bandwidth from DC to 6MHz
or more for periods of time from microseconds to 20 seconds or more. The analog signal
is stored on the disc after being processed through a proprietary period modulator. The
disc recorder allows the user a natural base from which to reduce the analog data to
computer understood words. Data reduction equivalent to 100 megabit conversion is
possible at data rates compatible with the data device. Thus the disc recorder can capture
transient analog signals and will allow simple data reduction.

Introduction    During the last eight years, Data Disc has created the capability of
recording and reproducing digital and analog information using magnetic discs as the
storage media. Data Disc’s new Micro-space heads skim a measured half wavelength of
light above the disc - far closer than heads in any other disc memory. This precision
brings new reliability and new economy to disc recorders that results in major
improvements in short wave length recording, allowing greater information storage and
higher frequency response. Recently, an approach to wideband instrumentation recording
using the magnetic disc recorder has been developed. These analog disc recorders are
similar to those used in the computer field for fast-access digital storage and in the
television industry for slow motion and stop action recording.

Compared with prior methods of recording transient events, either in parallel or
singularly, the disc recorder offers many advantages.
Multi event parallel recording
1) Nanosecond real time and track/track time base stabilities
2) Frequency response DC to 6MHz
3) Recording times of one microsecond to 20 seconds
4) Natural and easy data reduction system capability
5) Operates as a look ahead recorder-records for a given period of time and stops



6) Operates as a loop recorder-records until an event happens, saving the lost given
period of information

Wideband Instrumentation Disc Recorders    A disc recorder capable of recording
transient type signals consists of a disc transport with either fixed or moving heads, an
electronic signal processing unit, an optional servo drive unit, and an optional control
unit.

The basic disc recorder consists of a plated disc, record-reproduce heads, and record-
reproduce electronics. Each track of the disc recorder can store and reproduce a 16.7 or
33 millisecond segment of data (depending on the speed of the disc). For multi event
parallel recording, each track has its own record-reproduce head (fixed head) and
electronics for simultaneous capture of information. Up to 32 events can be recorded in
this mode with track to track time base errors of less than twenty nanoseconds.

When more storage capacity is needed and one or two channels are to be recorded, then
600 tracks under a pair of moving heads will allow recording of 10-20 seconds. With
proper control, the moving head disc recorder can be made to perform as a loop recorder
with easy segment read back, exact segment addressing and excellent time base stability.

Fixed Head Systems    Feature of fixed head multichannel instrumentation disc
recorders include:

S Up to 32 channel recording
S DC - 6MHz response
S High signal/noise ratio
S Repetitive playback
S 20 nanosecond intertrack time base correlation

A typical multichannel fixed head disc recorder system with parallel record and serial
playback is shown in Figure I . Up to 32 events are recorded in parallel or independently.
Playback selection is by logic level control of the Nx1 output switch. Digital clocking
circuitry is provided with each unit for timing purposes.

Other fixed head configurations are possible. Figure 2 shows the basic four types of
switching:

1) Serial input to parallel output
2) Serial input to serial output
3) Parallel input to serial output
4) Parallel input to parallel output



The 1800 rpm models have 4MHz bandwidth and 33 milliseconds per track, while the
3600 rpm models have 6MHz bandwidth and 16.7 milliseconds per track. Signal to noise
ratios of 40 db or more are provided. Reduced bandwidths with increased signal/ noise
ratios are available.

Moving Head Systems    Features of a moving head instrumentation disc recorder
include
S DC - 6MHz response
S High signal/noise ratio
S Exact track addressing
S 20 seconds of recording
S 1 or 2 channels
S Continuous record/reproduce
S Repetitive playback

A typical moving head system is shown in Figure 3. The Data Disc model 3102/3302 I
Wideband Instrumentation Disc Recorder system is a single channel recorder capable of
recording 10 to 20 seconds (600 tracks) of analog signals at a bandwidth of from DC to 4
or 6MHz. Each track is a concentric ring and can be recorded and played back without
distortion. With a control unit such as the Data Disc 3152/3352 Instrumentati on
Controller, as shown in F igure 4, the two stepping heads can be controlled to provide
continuous loop recording. Playback control is always positive and accurate. The fixed
head on the recorder allows for reference signals to be recorded and compared against
the moving head signals. Track to track switching transients are held to less than 200
nanoseconds.

The 1800 rpm models have 4MHz bandwidth and 33 msec per track, while the 3600 rpm
models have 6MHz bandwidth and 16.7 msec per track. Other models include the 3104
I/3304 I disc recorder, which is a two track parallel recorder version of the above.

Signal Processing    To properly record and playback analog signals which are transsient
in nature and have frequency components from DC to high frequencies requires a signal
processing system that is well designed.

A period modulation system is a proprietary development of Data Disc which allows:

1) Analog response down to and including zero Hertz
2) A new modulation approach which-using analog signal sampling-provides linear

amplitude-to-period conversion with minimum intermodulation distortion
3) A new demodulation approach-based on a balanced sample and store detector-

which provides period-toanalog conversion with a noise ratio that permits the use
of a straightforward, maximally flat time-delay output filter



4) The maximally flat time-delay filter capability offers the additional system feature
of an optimally linear phase-signal response

5) The period modulation and demodulation techniques are implemented through the
use of digital and linear integrated circuits throughout the modulator/demodulator
(modem) system.

Typical performance specifications of the fixed and moving head disc recorders are as
follows:

1800 RPM 3600 RPM

Bandwidth DC - 4MHz DC - 6MHz
Signal/Noise Ratios p-p/rms > 40 db >40 db
Rise time 135 nanoseconds 90 nanoseconds
Track/track time base stability 20 nanoseconds
Real Time Time Base Error

2202 I Servo 50 nanoseconds
Linearity 1%

Signal Acquisition    The disc recorder with appropriate logic to control it can operate in
either of two modes of data acquisition.

First, when the information is known to be about to happen, a push of a button or a logic
level change will initiate a record cycle. This causes the fixed head units to record for
one disc revolution while the moving head recorder will record to the index track and
stop.

Second, when the information is not predictable but can be detected, then the recorder
can be used in the following mode. Record continuously until the event happens, then
turn off the record function and the last unit of time is captured on the disc.

A typical application of the disc recorder is the acquisition of telemetry data from the
different sensors in an underground atomic explosion. Before the disc recorder was used,
the data was fed to 32 oscilloscopes with 32 scope cameras, single event triggered. By
the use of a forty channel disc recorder, the following resulted.

S less recording system cost
S less operating cost
S order of magnitude more accurate
S semi automatic data reduction possible
S inter event time base errors of 20 nanoseconds



Data Reduction    The unparalleled advantage of the magnetic disc recorder is the
repetitive playback feature. With a disc rotating at either 30 or 60 rps, the recorded
events are immediately available for repetitive electrical signal analysis. This means that
the data is effectively frozen, permitting analog-to-digital conversion techniques never
before possible. A-D sample rates as low as one sample per disc revolution eliminate
need for high-cost, high-speed A to D converters.

These low digital rates are adaptable to telephone-line transmission of data to a control
computer processing center or directly to an incremental digital tape recorder. Since the
recorder can be remotely controlled, the data can be processed within minutes after a
recorded event. This enables locating the disc recorder very close to the event-the unit
being its own record/replay transport-and straightforward, simplified system setup,
resulting in equipment cost savings in addition to the data reduction cost savings.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a typical parallel recorder with a data reduction system
attached.

The recorded data is usually of very short duration and digitizing the entire data track is
therefore unnecessary. By observing the data on an oscilloscope, the sectors to be
digitized can be predetermined from a zero-time event marker.

After determining the sector to be digitized, the upper and lower sector limits are set into
the preset counter. The bit clock, which determines the digitizing rate, is incremented
one count per disc revolution starting from the lower limit position in the preset counter
and ending at the upper limit position. (10 samples/microsecond x 10 bits/sample = 100
megabits/second).

Since the disc recorder is its own transport and the recording medium is a rigid metallic
disc, timing errors are kept to a minimum. Worst-case channel-to-channel time-base error
is 20 nanoseconds. Typical operation yields lower rates, typically 10 to 15 nanoseconds.

For correlation between data and/or timing channels, only one demodulator is required as
all data is referenced to the timing track to within 20 nanoseconds. Disc speed at the time
of recording is also insignificant since a crystal-controlled clock and the data are
recorded simultaneously. If the disc speed changes on subsequent playbacks, the worst-
case error between channels would be 20 nanoseconds. This compares with a typical rate
of I to 2 microseconds in the case of the tape recorder.

Conclusions    The analog disc recorder is very useful in capturing signals or multiple
high frequency transient phenomenon. Data acquisition may be made with or without
prior knowledge of the event happening. Data reduction at acceptable data rates are now
easily accomplished using the analog disc recorder. Time base errors in the nanosecond



region and bandwidth DC to 6MHz are now available. Finally, complete and automatic
data acquisition and reduction systems are now possible. Systems such as those
described have been in production for over two years and over sixty systems are now in
operation today.
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Figure 2. Instrumentation Disc Recorder Basic Switching Configurations

Figure 2 (continued)
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Figure 5.  Block Diagram of Typical Transient Disc Recorder 




